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Jack Venrick
From:
To:
Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jack Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
"AJack R. Venrick" <jacksranch@skynetbb.com>
Saturday, May 10, 2008 11:54 PM
Failure of State Rails To Trails.xls; How Much Will You Give Up_.eml; Rural Property Owner Venrick.pdf
Rural Property Owner Tells Enumclaw Mayor & King County The Hard Truth During Rails toTrails Takings
Meeting

----- Original Message ----From: Jack Venrick
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2008 5:17 PM
Subject: Rural Property Owner Tells Enumclaw Mayor & King County The Hard Truth During Rails toTrails Theft Meeting
- Mayor & County Try to Charge & Arrest Him

http://www.piercecountytrails.org/
To: Senator Pam Roach (Home & Office), Representative Chris Hurst,
Representative Dan Roach:
bcc: Private Property Rights Groups, Freedom Foundation, Washington State
Attorney General's Office
Note:
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Y ou may print this email out directly and the background will not show
Or you may go to the PDF file above and read without background
This is a long story which has taken me two weeks to write (24 pages)
This same pattern of taking is used as a "cookie cutter" across A merica to take private and
and public property
What each of us think is "normal" and "legal" is more often against the laws of the land,
land, Common law and Natural laws

Enumclaw, Washington
Table of Contents & A bstract

This is a story of how little Stepford towns become complicity aggressive with the
help of big county, state and federal government funding












In this case, turning what may appear to be do good political decision of a
Rails to Trails Act into a Rails To Trails Taking by Tyranny A ct.
If you assume government is exercising land taking within the laws of the land,
land, the process of taking is deeply flawed.
If you assume that government is exercising land taking outside of the laws of
of the land, the process & the government employees are committing fraud.
No Citizen should be treated the way King County Washington & the City of
of Enumclaw are railroading this trail down private property owners back
yards.
There is no common good served when even one private property owner is
abused, let alone hundreds and thousands.
Why does government at all levels get away with this behavior and why do
non government extremes encourage this?
 99.9% of government employees & property owners, have no idea
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individual sovereign Citizens have a long list of unalienable rights no one
one can take.
God would not touch sovereign free will and free choice, because HE
gave this gift to each of US.
This seems to be a big secret in America.

I. Rural Property Owner Ed Storm and neighbor meeting minutes 3-1-2008




This section will give you an idea how government agenda railroads meetings
toward a predetermined result against the wishes of the participants.
Think Department of Tyranny (ex Dept. of Transportation) meetings
railroading their Multi-million $ Roundabouts For Humans or Fish

II. The Rest Of the Story














This section will give you an idea what happens when one person stands up
against local and county government & tells them what they don't want to hear.
hear.
Better said, they have never heard anyone tell them what they are doing is not
not wanted, not necessary and not legitimate.
Here is another example how the urban extreme force their life style upon rural
rural land owners.
Urban government are shocked when you tell them what they are doing is
illegitimate.
Ironically, government employee servants believe any resistance to their
takings is a threat.
Consequently, government and green extreme groups, treat fellow rural land
owners in a condescending and predatory manner
All while stealing their land anyway by whatever public charade of common
good zealotry will trump individual unalienable rights

III. Why Property Owners and Businesses Leave Washington State








This section overviews how green and collective behavior ignore all warning
signs while regulating out private property owners and businesses
Collective government employees are extorting rural and urban private
property.
Government employees need to be regulated
State Citizens need to be sovereign and free.
Our government and those who use government are totally "confused" and
upside down.
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IV. No One Is Safe





This section shows how the collectivist deny their takings while defying
warnings to back off while labeling opposition a threat
vis-a-vis "it is futile to resist"
The borg is born in down town Stepford town, USA

V. Perversion of the Fundemental Laws




This section shows how the collectivist process works to stack the result they
want
While minimizing what the majority want assuming they all knew their rights
rights

VI. The Real Story On Being Railroaded along the Rails to Trails






This section will give you the big picture of taking on Rails to Trails across the
the country
Y ou can get a clue by looking at the Excel Spread Sheet above, "Failure of
State Rails To Trails".
This is a summary of 40 pages of prior emails and research.

VII. Urgent Solutions Needed















This section will lay out 22 solutions to reign in the tsunami of taking of
private property by government and the special interests they serve
The big picture is government is steam rolling over individual sovereign free
choice,
While they park out our private & public lands for their own selfish interests
While they shut down our own unalienable rights to use our private property,
property, as we see fit
This includes the unconstitutional invasion and theft of our homes, wages,
vehicles, education & life itself
Once the thin veil of private property is broached, there is no end to the taking
taking of all of our unalienable rights
There is no constitutional or natural law to take anyone's unalienable rights,
including their property and wages
The test of truth is quite simple, vis-a-vis, if you have to use force to take, it is
is against common law and natural law

VIII. The debauchery of the laws are beyond 99.9% of anyone's ability to listen or
or comprehend
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This section includes a high level overview of the problems and SOLUTIONS
SOLUTIONS
The double standard of stealing private property, e.g. our wages, land, home,
vehicles & use of,
with both hands while denying & defying it's not stealing
So called collective good steals from individual sovereignty and individual
unalienable rights
Until their are no individuals in America
Ed Storm is one of the few free and individual state sovereign Citizens left
who knows his rights

This will give you a living example, what Ron Ewart says in his article attached,
"How Much Will Y ou Give Up.










The state of the state has long since gone beyond the laws of the land, the
organic laws and our unalienable rights.
All levels of government have perverted the founding laws to such an extent,
They have to use increasing tyranny to foist their perversion on everyone else
99% of government employee and most private property owners, do not appear
appear to have a clue their behavior is criminal.
This is why tyranny begets tyranny, which becomes a death spiral into
rebellion and the collapse of all societies
Once you have common law sight and natural law eyes, you will see A merica
and the world very very differently

I. Rural Property Owner Ed Storm and neighbor meeting minutes 3-1-08
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Ed Storm, his neighbor's attorney & his neighbor
The yellow swath on the map is the 400' Rail to Trail taking of Private Property
King County wanted 100' for a 10' trail for free

Karen Heidergott - King County Washington Capital Planning & Development
Facilities Management Division
Scott Johnson - King County Washington Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
Civil Division








"Y our deed is worthless"
Sorry about taxing you on that worthless deed
Sorry about trespassing and clearing your land for that trail
Sorry for NOT including you in the whole process from the very
beginning
Sorry for shoving this down your throat
We sent you two notices in the mail before we got a default judgment on
you
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John Wise - Enumclaw, Washington Mayor
Calls the police on me because he can't stand listening to the hard truth regarding
the government double standard






of denying basic private property owner rights to keep their property
while using force to take their land against their will and
without compensation and
without involvement before the Rails To Taking project even began plus
Enumclaw has a long list of taking, see below

These are my notes and opinion to the best of my understanding of
of the stormy meeting below.
A local rural property owner called me for help, via the Citizen A lliance for
Property Rights (CAPR). Ed Storm and a neighbor arranged a meeting with the
Mayor of Enumclaw, John Wise, an Enumclaw City Parks employee and two King
King County employees, Karen Heidergott of the Facilities Management Division
and Scott Johnson, the Senior Deputy Prosecuting A ttorney Civil Division on 9A M,
9AM, Saturday 3-1-2008. The meeting was rained out and moved to the Enumclaw
Enumclaw city hall.
Ed Storm and his neighbor were meeting regarding a 400 foot taking being foisted
foisted upon them for the Foothills Rails to Trails. A pproximately a dozen friends
and neighbors of these two rural property owners attended the meeting to discuss
what to do with this proposed taking by King County with the help of the City of
8/12/2008
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Enumclaw.
We were told during the meeting that 250 property owners were sent a letter during
during the years 1997to 2005 regarding this Foothills rail to trail taking. It appears
appears they were asked to sign the papers and return them to King County
otherwise they would forfeit any ownership. 220 property owners responded and 30
30 did not. King County filed a default judgment upon these 30 property owners
would did not return their letters and took claim to a 400 rail road easement. Some
Some of the property owners had received title from City of Tacoma Water. The
City of Tacoma gave up the title to the owners for a maintenance access for those
properties abutting their water main.
It also appears that there has been a further overlay of a state highway designation
designation upon this rail bed to further rig the taking. We were told that the federal
federal Rail to Trail Act conveyed a "higher" ownership or title to the applicable
governments in the jurisdiction of the city or county. The King County Senior
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney told us that the title given to some of the property
owners by City of Tacoma, e.g. Ed Storm, were worthless.
During the meeting, I made several statements that the government could no longer
longer subvert the laws of the land to their favor and continue to use strong arm
tactics to take private property whenever they wanted it. They must, at least, come
come to the property owners first, before they even start projects like this. I
addressed the big picture of growing government taking locally and across
America. I mentioned the 10,000 cases of eminent domain action against property
property owners in the last 5 years or so. I was told this not an eminent domain
taking. King county says they don't have to use eminent domain because they own
own the rail to trail land by federal law, i.e. Rails to Trail A ct? There was much
discussion how King County was still collecting property taxes from some property
property owners while claiming at the same time the property owner did not own
this 400 wide rail bed running through their property. We discussed moving the
trail instead of running it straight through people property. That was met with blank
blank stares. The trail must be a straight taking vs. a crooked taking, perhaps?
The property owner's attorney from Buckley, Washington, warned the county and
and city too, that there was a double standard with their taking. In other words, the
the shutting down of everyone's else rights to use their private property the way
they see fit, while at the same time, steam rolling over other private property
owners pushing developments and rails to trails and raising property taxes to pay
for the illegitimate taking several times over. A nother property owner in the
meeting warned the Mayor and King County of their double standard. Our county
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county and city servants looked at us with blank stares. The look of deer in head
lights.
Ed Storm, I believe, added the following story of a rural family next to SR164 just
west of Enumclaw, Washington that had a farm where kids could come and ride
horses. King county shut them down for some reason. Tens of thousands of people
people pass this sign everyday between Enumclaw and Auburn Washington on SR
SR 164.
This is a great example how rural property owners are learning how to fight back
against King County and city tyranny to gag us. The sign reads; CLOSED DOWN
DOWN BY KING COUNTY KEEP KIDS OFF STREET OFF FA RMS. This rural
rural farm family had a business offering horse rides to children.

I added the following comments to the meeting to set the tone how the city and
county have a clear double standard of taking private property.
1. The City of Enumclaw has taken two 100 acres farms SE of town that had
standing water on them and approving that into a housing development of a
hundred or so homes, 12 feet apart. During the ground preparation they had a lake
lake of water dug up in the fields.
2. The City of Enumclaw took half of the Rainier Horse Stable near me and
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developed a large middle school complex directly off SR 169 creating surrounding
surrounding traffic problems AND creating a further problem with the State DOT
DOT trying to foist a roundabout on us which we had to kill in a separate action
lead successfully by Senator Pam Roach and Representative Chris Hurst.
3. There are rumors the City of Enumclaw is now trying to expand its takings of
rural private property further west of the town along SR164 out to the present
Y ellow Beak Tavern, 5 minutes from my land.
4. Enumclaw City and the State use excessive force on a couple tavern owners and
managers in town. Consequently, one sold the business and the other is suing the
City for several million, according to the town buzz.
5. Then King County DOT foisted a $500,000 to $1,000,000 fish bunker
"roundabout" upon the local rural property owners that was totally not necessary.
necessary. Water lines, phone lines, cable lines and power lines all had to be
rerouted for this green nonsense.
6. Last but not least, was the taking of private property along SR164 and SE 416th
416th by the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and the Bureau of Indian A ffairs all with
the help and encouragement of King County Council of course. No private property
property owner could ever do that.
7. I just heard from an Enumclaw business person, that the City of Enumclaw has
"purchased" land and a lake in King County for a city park. They shoved out
another private buyer that was promised the property, according to my source.

II. The Rest Of the Story
And here is the rest of the story. A s I left the meeting I tried to shake hands with the
the Mayor before leaving and he was in a rage and told me I was too aggressive and
and stormed off without shaking my hand. I proceeded outside to discuss the
meeting with others and then went to my vehicle to get some business cards. I was
called over by the Enumclaw Mayor and an Enumclaw Police officer. The Mayor
quickly left. The officer asked me what happen. I said what do you mean. He asked
asked me if I had harassed or threatened anyone. I asked him to come back with me
me to over a half dozen rural property owner still discussing the meeting outside
the Enumclaw City Hall. I asked them if I harassed or threatened anyone and they
they all said no.
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Then the officer asked me to come back into the city hall and I asked for a witness
witness to come with me. This property owner was dismissed immediately against
my request. The officer asked the Mayor, the Senior Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
and King County Facilities Management Karen Heidergott, what happen or to that
that effect. Karen responded that I was telling her that the rural people had guns and
and bullets and waved her hands. Mayor John Wise and Senior Deputy Prosecuting
Prosecuting A ttorney, Scott Johnson did not say a word.
I told them to the effect this was a warning and not a threat, i.e. they turned the
facts into a threat.













These are the type of people who would charge you for telling them we have
Second A mendment Rights out here in the rural areas.
The rural people, especially in the small towns, are furious with King County
employees trespassing on their land, strangling their use of their land and
imposing themselves on their community.
I told them, the buzz from rural property owners, especially in the out laying
communities, is they are armed and ready to fight back, especially with King
County DDES code enforcement employee.
King County and the City of Enumclaw do not have a clue of the harm they are
are creating for everyone.
It is a criminal double standard.
King County people are not wanted out here in the rural areas by those
property owners who know what is going on.
This is not a play ground form King County to rub our noses in.

State, county and city employees seem to be totally oblivious to not only the
escalating growing harm they are causing others, but the harm they are walking into
into along with an unbelievable ignorance of believing, might, makes right.
The officer and I left the meeting room and we talked some more about the
meeting.








Nothing more came of it and we both left.
However, other property owners and business people, have told me there is a
well known vindictive agenda in this city and certainly in King County.
There is a long history of heavy handed locker room bully in many small
towns.
Little government officials become kings in their own minds
They not only expect to get what they want, they will use force to get it, one
way or another.
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These are green taking secrets government and the green extreme do not want you
you to hear.









This is why all the taking is set up behind the public eye and behind the
property owners back.
When the meeting is held and the rural or urban land owners are told about the
the taking,
the agenda is set and the taking of their land is already hardening into concrete.
concrete.
No one knows of their rights, not the government nor the property owners
It is more bazaar and stranger than fiction

III. Why Property Owners and Businesses Leave Washington State
State
Local, county and state government not only choose to ignore all warnings to back
back off, they intentionally misrepresent the urban and rural property land owners
owners warnings, and distort our advise into threats, i.e. they threaten us. The
arrogance, haughtiness and strong arming of these government servants has
increased many fold through uncountable escalating breaches of the laws of the
land and the will of the people, e.g.
1. The 5-4 U.S. Supreme Court Kelo decision allowing City of New London
London to approve dozing over houses for commercial development.
2. The Rails to Trails Act
3. The Growth Management Act
4. The Critical Area Ordinance
5. Unending other U.S. and State legislation that is simply unconstitutional.
unconstitutional.
6. Ignoring of I547 in Washington State to stop the private land taking of
Growth Management A ct (GMA)
7. Rural land grabbing by the short plat laws in the early to mid 1960's.
I have been told by a Enumclaw city home owner who bought a remodeled home,
that the City of Enumclaw has become Gestapo like in the permitting process.
Never mind the entire permitting process is unconstitutional. Some counties now
are starting to wake up and prohibit this illegitimate government taking. Some
states are ruling that property taxes are unconstitutional and working with open
minded Governors to transform the present debauched tax system across all levels
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into a indirect tax system based on free choice not tyrannical direct forced taxes
which was never meant to grow into this cancerous extortion of private property we
we have now.
This taking of freedom creates a great opportunity for other rural counties to drop
drop all of their unconstitutional building and remodeling fee and permit
bureaucracy to attract fed up home owners and builders to leave the Puget Sound
and even the State. This is only one of the reasons why Boeing corporate is pulling
pulling The Boeing Company out of the Washington State. In ten to 20 years the
company will be entirely out of here. They were fed up with the socialists in this
state running their airplane business into the ground. This is why they are slowly
out sourcing the entire company off shore. Olympia just can't figure it out. A ll they
they know how to do is use more force.
This behavior is not only beyond all the fundemental laws of the land, it is beyond
beyond the role and conduct of their office. Government is empowered to regulate
regulate themselves and protect us. They have now twisted that into regulating us
and protecting themselves. Our bundle of unalienable rights, common law and
natural law are increasingly perverted because government writes endless usurping
usurping and debased laws not chained to the U.S. Constitution and our natural
rights.

IV. No One Is Safe
Ed Storm brought this excellent point up. No private property owner is safe
anymore. Whether you are in your home, on your land, in your vehicle, you can be
be arrested, sued, jailed, destroyed in a relative short period of time because
government and those who use it have all the force and they are
Warning - (Random House Dictionary)
1. the act or utterance of a person or thing that warns
2. something that serves to warn, as a notice or signal
3. serving to warn, advise, caution, notice, signal
Threat - (Random House Dictionary)
1. a declaration of an intention or determination to inflict punishment
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2. to be a menace or source of danger to
The over regulating, legislating, judicating and administrating nature of our
socialistic government has generated a strangle hold on all once free and sovereign
sovereign state Citizens. These laws are all unconstitutional. Government,
especially incorporated governments, no longer have any jurisdiction on our private
private property, including our homes, land, vehicles and families, not too mention
mention our debauched educational system.
During the contentious period in the Continental Congress before the signing of the
the Declaration of Independence, the legendary Founding Father Benjamin Franklin
Franklin said, "We must either hang together or we will hang separately." Only
through unity in a time of crisis, Franklin insisted could the budding American
Revolution survive.
The spring of taking is being wound up so tight that the eventual unwinding of this
this debauchery will be the proverbial gun shot heard around the world. It is the
battle of Lexington and Concord rural farmers against the British Regulars all over
over again, 232 years later.

V. Perversion of the Fundemental Laws
The perversion of the laws of the land start at the top and avalanche down from
misguided and illegitimate legislation, judication and administration based on junk
junk political science and junk politics. There are no fundemental laws that
legitimize any taking, trespassing or taxing of private property. I have researched
this subject for 4 years and as unbelievable as this simple statement sounds, it is
true.
I have put out 42 pages of information showing how the Rails to Trails programs
are completely clouded. Y et this was never addressed at the meeting with King
County and City of Enumclaw. These government bullies are not capable of
listening or thinking beyond their green agenda.





They can only dictate, threaten, force, fail to fully disclose the truth, keep
everyone in the dark, fail to provide transparency, fail to provide a process for
for womb to tomb property owner involvement, fail to accept that one property
property owner has the right to stop the entire rail to trail project.
Rails to Trails are privileges for pet groups not rights.
The state uses deception, piecemeal development, false fronts, blocking
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meeting participates concerns that do not tell them what they want to hear.
The meeting was strong armed to ram down narrow interpretations of the law.
law.
It never occurs to them to ask and base the entire project on free choice of
everyone involved.
This simple solution is so far out of their belief system, it is like asking Hitler
to consider not using death camps.

The private property owners are overwhelmed. Even those who can afford an
attorney are not much better off. Paul Hiatt, a rural Gig Harbor property owner is
is defending himself over a 4 year long struggle just for clearing a ditch and
burning slash. He fully knows how the American Bar Association and the courts
are tied together, i.e. you don't rock my boat and I won't rock yours. The property
property owners and their legal council are herded into a chutes of tyranny and arm
arm twisting and steam rolled in and out to fit the green government agenda. The
attorneys are more worried about keeping their state Bar license and being political
political correct which chokes out further truth to the detriment and full defense of
of their clients. The entire judicial system is rigged to be more of a rubber stamping
stamping of political agenda than serious protection of private property and our
unalienable rights and the fundamental laws of the land.
Private property owners are not adequately informed or advised of their full rights.
rights. We need highly qualified land use experts and council with a full historical
perspective of the development and debauchery of the laws. Property owners need
expert legal representation to clarify the laws and the jurisdiction of local, county,
state governments. The National Association of Reversionary Property Owners,
Richard Welsh is one such expert on the Rails to Trails history of takings. He has
informed me that he moved out of Washington State ten years ago because it
became so perverted. The apathy of the people is beyond compare.
King County government land grab attacks are made through the mail and not in
person. e.g.







"Dear Rail to Trail Land "Owner", sign here".
If you do we will take your land, if you don't we will take your land.
The arrogance of green government is criminal and fraudulent.
Misrepresentation of facts and misrepresentation to PREVENT further inquiry
inquiry constitutes fraud.
The entire agenda of these city, county, state meetings are fraudulent, coercive
coercive and flawed beyond description.
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Please review the 36 items in the above Excel spreadsheet attached. This is the
bottom-line from some 41 pages of prior email research and photos of the proposed
proposed leg of this EXTENSION of the trail.
Adjoining property values on rails to trails are severely impacted. The cities,
counties and state refuse to address even this single issue of compensation.




A 20 year study in Seattle, Washington on the conversion of a railroad
ROW to a trail showed that the 300 properties along the trail had only a
31% increase in land value in the 8 years that the trail had been in place.
These 300 properties border on a 20 mile long urban lake in Seattle and
the average property (land) value is $198,000. In the same 8 years,
inflation had gone up 67%, the average land value in the local county had
had gone up 146%, the average land value of the other properties on the
same urban lake had gone up 206%, and the average land value of the
next row of properties immediately above and behind, but not abutting,
the trail had gone up 126%. A s can be seen, the proximity of the trail has
has decreased the probable total value of these properties. In this case, the
the abutting property owners did not exert their property rights because
the attorneys they hired after the abandonment were too incompetent to
dig out the easement deeds and the court precedents. Urban trails such as
as this one are nothing more than strip parks, and parks normally lower
property values for the abutting neighbors due to increased traffic counts,
counts, loss of privacy, and major and minor crimes. For a copy of the
study, see NA RPO's web site at:
http://home.earthlink.net/~dick156/row.htm

VI. The Real Story On Being Railroaded along the Rails to Trails
Here is an excellent historical overview of the debauchery. This is a must print and
and read to fully understand Rails to Trails takings.
1. http://home.earthlink.net/~dick156/row.htm.

2. Also here http://prfamerica.org//.
The federal, state and counties are throwing millions of our tax dollars into these
projects and they are not looking out for the private property owners from whom
these tax dollars are coming from. On top of that taking, the sources of these taxes
taxes are clearly unconstitutional, e.g. income taxes, property taxes and sales taxes.
taxes.
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I am being threatened with charges of speaking the truth, Paul Hiatt of Gig Harbor
Harbor has served 3 months in jail and has spent 4 years of life defending himself
in Pierce County District and Superior court on a nonsense charges of clearing his
his ditches and burning slash, Charles Strauss of King County has been brutalized
brutalized along with his wife, thousands of private property owners are being
harassed and sued and their lives destroyed because of illegitimate green legislation
legislation funding.
This green funding and all funding from the federal and state government is
unconstitutionally passing from an limited federal government jurisdiction of the
territories to the states. This is one of the source of the problem. The other source is
is the unconstitutional legislation such as GMA that is forced upon the downstream
downstream communities and land owners. This is a total perversion of the
fundemental laws of the land, the laws of nature and nature's God.

VII. Urgent Solutions Needed
1. No further meetings on these rails to trails takings should be held without the
proper expert representations for the private property owners adjacent to and within
within notice and visual distance to the proposed trails. The current state, county
and city process is totally debauched, one sided and upside down. These are all
green extreme premeditated operations that operate in the shadows for years
preying on the private property owner victims one at a time.
2. Private property owners adjacent too and those within the noise and visual field
field of these proposed and existing rails to trails all need to have a veto vote on the
the trail. No foot should be laid on any trail until the private property owners
review the situation and votes yea or nay. The owner of the land that the rail bed
goes through must have a veto vote and be fully represented by expert council in
the field of Rails to Trails law. There is a higher duty of all government employees
employees to abide by their oath of office to protect the Constitution and private
property. Private property is scared and is not a government commodity.
3. A moratorium of the Rails to Trails program in Washington State needs to be
declared until an acceptable process is established to accomplished total
involvement by the adjoining and nearby property owners. The current process is
literally fraudulent. The rural property owners on just this little section of the
proposed Foothills Rails to Trails program were being trespassed and encroached
upon by government trail maintenance employees without their knowledge and
without approval of the trail itself, county types just came in and started to clear
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brush on private property without a work. The level of debauchery of King County,
County, Ron Sims, and all the 15,000 servants and the 25,000 State servants and all
all of the cities this trail touches is criminal.
4. I suggest the following groups be brought immediately to reestablish the legal
boundaries and jurisdiction of each level of government and non government
group, e.g. Rail to Trail takings, GMA , CA O, "Open Space", "Agricultural
Preservation", zoning, property tax taking, etc. I suggest, the mission, in part, is to
to establish very clear boundaries of the government and non government groups
and to clarify the rights of all of the affected private property owners. In the case of
of the Rails To Trails zealots they would help define and clarify the rights of those
those property owners abutting these trails of tears including but not limited to
those private and business owners near the proposed and existing rails to trails
program.
1. Richard Welsh, Executive Director, The National A ssociation of
Reversionary Property Owners
2. The Property Rights Foundations of America
3. Pacific Legal Foundation
4. Mountain States Legal Foundation
5. Bill H. Williamson, Williamson Law Office
6. Samuel A . Rodabough, Groen Stephens & Klinge
7. Citizens A lliance for Property Rights
8. National A ssociation for Rural Property Owners
5. A gain we must look beyond the courts, executive offices and even the legislature
legislature to solve these problems outside the green strangling triangle, i.e. the
green contractors, green government and green groups pushing their zealotry far
above our bundle of unalienable rights.
6. Training programs need to be produced on the fundemental laws of the land,
constitutional law, unalienable rights, natural law and common law Rails to Trails,
Trails, zoning, taxes, and any taking of private property. This should be required
training for all government employees especially those who are touching directly or
or indirectly any private or public property. I would like to suggest that the
Evergreen Freedom Foundation be asked to assemble existing training material on
on this subject and produce program covering these topics. All of the above experts
experts and others on this topic could be brought in to clarify the historical
intention and ultimate perversion of the laws of the land so we can find ourselves
back to the original founding trail head to freedom, liberty and our unalienable
rights.
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7. Sound Transit spent over $2 million of our money stealing a piece of private
property that was worth around $500,000. The jury awarded the family $500,000.
$500,000. The family incurred costs near that total. This is insane. Eminent domain
domain by definition is an abuse of power that is unnecessary. The exercise of this
this government power was never intended to be used or abuse without full
cooperation of the property owner. Just because we have a power to take does not
mean we use it. There are other non violent options, e.g. offer the property owner
the highest commercial value for his property and then some depending on the level
level of urgency for the property. Never ever use force to extract private property
from anyone. That is one of the oldest and most basic laws on the Book, i.e. "thou
"thou shalt not steal". http://home.earthlink.net/~dick156/row.htm.
8. If government and non government did their homework, we would not have any
any of these takings. It is much easier for government and those who use them to
just pass endless legislation and let the illegitimate burden cascade down stream to
to the property owners. A cease and desist order or a cooling off period needs to be
be issued immediately on all Rails to Trails projects in this State until the above
critical issues are fully resolved. Lives are being threatened and destroyed daily.
9. State, county and city governments can no longer pretend they are not
threatening private property owners.








The blood is flowing in many forms of financial, legal, emotional, marital
marital & collecteral damage.
The downstream impacts upon innocent rural and urban property owners
owners are growing.
Every small and large bill, act, ordinance, law, code, regulation, etc. is
amplified many times through tyrannical bureaucratic hierarchy which
acts to fertilize little Hitler's to hire more SS and Gestapo code, planners
& storm troops, to go forth and take, license, penalize, ticket, fine, permit,
permit, trespass and misinterpret the law the way they want it for their
own cause, green cause, city cause, county cause, state cause, ad nausea.
These are well established violations of individual private rights.

10. I would also like to see any legislation that touches or comes close to private or
or public property go through the same process suggested above for the Rails to
Trails takings. There are very few people who completely understand the laws of
our land and the history of their enactment and debauchery. Without this
knowledge, legislation is an instant illegitimate taking of private property.
11. This suggested moratorium on all property related legislation past, present and
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and future, will slow down the tyranny going on in the cities, counties and state.
This will also slow down the increasing pressure to litigate property owners into
bankruptcy and into further tax debt for the government. We must do what is
counter intuitive to all of us, i.e. NOT fight it out in the courts, legislature and
executive branches.
12. We have to move outside of the courts, executive offices and even the
legislature for solutions.









These branches are no longer effective.
They have become the problems, not the solutions for many issues.
We must develop another way along the lines mentioned above whereby we
bring in experts on the historical laws of the land and perhaps through a
mediation process.
Great harm is perpetrated by government employees through ignorance,
arrogance, haughtiness, ego, power, money.
They easily overwhelm the average private property owner.
There is nothing like first hand experience to drive this home.

13. Also, we must have complete title searches done on all the property along these
these so called Rails to Trails takings, past present and future.






The titles, history and green trail group and green government takings are all
extremely clouded.
The misrepresentation of facts and laws coming out of city, county and state
governments are fraudulent from numerous knowledgeable sources.
The government tactic is to presume the reading of the law that favors their
taking and to disregard the reality of the facts in the green government favor.

14. The sources of these problems is the zealotry of the green triangle groups, i.e.




the green taking contractor,
a green taking trail group and
the green government parks

This machine moves forward in the shadows quietly squeezing out private property
property fundemental rights, laws of the land, natural law and God's law.
15. This meeting with the City of Enumclaw Mayor and the two King County
servants was a classic example of a green triangle charade. They tried to dominate
the meeting, set the agenda, ram down their one sided view of the law and accuse
anyone else who had the audacity to refute them by calling a spade a spade.
8/12/2008
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Does this sound familiar, Senator Roach? It was deja'vu all over,
I thought I was back in the meeting we had with the Department of Tyranny (DOT)
(DOT) meeting in the Enumclaw Libray with you and Representative Hurst, who
very successfully flipped the meeting agenda back upon the DOT. It was a joy to
watch this happen. This is the type of strong leadership we need at all these
meetings.
16. We must demand that all state, county and city meeting involving any land use
use issues, public or private be fully represented for the private property owners.


We must demand that government cannot meet with anyone unless
 there is a quorum of representation for the property owners
 including expert constitutional law attorneys,
 expert Rail to Trail land use attorneys,
 expert CA O attorneys,
 expert GMA council,
 i.e. expert in the area of the type of private or public property being taken.
taken.

17. Also the meeting must all be video and audio taped with copies of the meeting
given out to all who ask for them after the meetings.


Wherever possible these meeting should be aired on applicable TV channels so
so anyone can witness the actions of their government servants in "action".

The level of debauchery going on in these green government is beyond criminal, it
it is outright torture to private property owners. They leave furious and shaken to
the core often for the rest of their lives.
18. Another "gate" we need along the path of those who take our land is the
following.





We need all land planned confiscations by cities, counties and the state to be
listed on a public web site.
Then the rural property owners need to approve them first.
In other words, the cities, counties and state cannot use our property taxes or
any taxes without our knowing and approval.

19. These little "Stepford" towns and their respective Stepford counties and states
are fraudulently complicit in numerous ways.
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They first tax us unconstitutionally and then use these illegitimate funds
unconstitutionally without our knowing or approval.
I have much discovery on this if you have not received this information.

20. There are uncountable reasons why we need to shut down all private and public
public land grabs until a new process is put into place









The new process must be totally transparent and constitutional.
The contemptible tragedy is, green extremes are convinced this is all for the
good of the whole.
And that is the an excellent statement of the problem.
What is for the common good of all, is hell for the private property owners
The private property owners along these paths of taking are being served up
for dinner to the common good of the few.
For the greater cost of many.

21. All counties in Washington State should be encouraged to use this model of
taking developed by King County and the surrounding Puget Sound counties as a
opposite or inverse model for how to encourage/discourage growth.








Said another way, all State Representatives and Senators should pass this email
email along to their corresponding cities, county administrations, Chamber of
of Commerce and farm and ranch and property owner groups
So they can see what NOT to do.
Cities and counties should be encouraged to drop all of their unconstitutional
unconstitutional codes, strangling regulations, ordinances, acts, laws, ad
nausea
And encouraged to give free choice and advise, not force
Those cities and counties and states who encourage free choice will enjoy
more abundance and miracles than forced confiscating taxes on private
property

22. All state, county and city governments should be dehorned




They should have no in house legal sharks paid directly or indirectly by the tax
tax base
Government must be defanged so they have no choice but free choice to use
upon any free state sovereign Citizens.

Individual free choice and sovereignty are the only reason this once great country
has survived the staggering takings over the last 232 years.
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This country is dying from government and non government special interest
tyranny.
Each county, city and state must break away from this tyrannical triangle of
taking.

The reward will be far beyond your imagination.

VIII. The debauchery of the laws are beyond 99.9% of anyone's
ability to listen or comprehend
Ron Ewart, myself, Paul Hiatt, Charles Strouss, Chuck Pillion and uncountable
other property owners have been threatened for speaking up and telling government
government the hard truth. The three branches of government and the sovereignty
sovereignty of the state as well as the sovereignty of the state Citizen have been
breached into a Never Never land of taking.





We literally have no free choice.
This should be a red flag to everyone.
We must return to total individual free choice.
The state of taking must be thrown completely back 232 years and then
some.

A growing grass roots movement across A merica are waking up their neighbors


They are demanding not only their constitutional rights back



But their original bundle of unalienable rights



Along with all the rights of common law and natural law.



We must have our common law courts back



The truth can no longer be gagged nor turned into threats by
simple and petty minded government servants.

It is just a matter of time before freedom loving counties, cities and states
states open up their minds and communities to those who want total and
and absolute individual sovereignty and freedom. This will have the effect
effect of creating a new land rush across America.
The red urban areas and counties not be unlike Washington State when
The Boeing Company pulled out. They won't have a clue why people are
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leaving until its too late.
Free cities, counties and states mean in part;





no forced unconstitutional direct taxes of any kind,
no unconstitutional takings or restrictions of any kind on private property
property
including your home, land, water on your land, wages, vehicles, family,
life and privacy

If you are having trouble grasping this "bazaar" thought read this article. She is
right on.
" Why An Income Tax Is Not Necessary to Fund The U.S. Government? "http://www.devvy.com/taxbook-html_20010617.html
This is the end of the era of taking from private property owners.



Americans are waking up by the hundreds and thousands daily
The critical mass necessary to reverse this trend of taking is only .5% to 1% of
of the population.

Thank you Pam, Chris and Dan.
This is a monumental undertaking, yet we have no choice,
literally.
 If you need the other two emails showing the discovery work
regarding these Rails to Trails let me know and I will forward.
forward.


What the three branches of our government refuse to do, ultimately
ultimately will be done by the freedom movement, the free market
market and competition. The game of forced taking and the
collapse of free choice has been exposed.
"How long will we continue to force people into a life style that
only suits some special interest group who wants your property,
wages, home, land, vehicles, privacy, ad nausea for their own
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better use?
Sincerely,
Jack R. Venrick
Rural Property Owner
Not far enough away
From Enumclaw, Washington
Or King County government
Working on that too
www.freedomforallseasons.com
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